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Abstract:
Conceptual Wide Area Monitoring (WAM) offers numerous occasions to improve the exhibition of intensity framework security. This paper presents a portion of these chances and the inspiration for their turn of events. This techniques incorporate observing the appropriateness of hand-off qualities, administrative control of reinforcement assurance, more versatile and savvy framework security and the production of novel framework trustworthiness insurance plot. The speed of reaction needed for essential assurance implies that the job WAM in upgrading security is restricted to reinforcement and framework insurance. The open doors offered by WAM for improving insurance are alluring a direct result of the arising difficulties looked by the cutting edge power framework assurance. The undeniably factor working states of intensity frameworks are making it always hard to choose hand-off qualities that will be a reasonable trade-off for all stacking conditions and possibilities. The mal-activity of transfers has con-accolades for the commencement and development of 60% of power outages, in this manner the management of the hand-off qualities will be a reasonable trade-off for all stacking conditions and possibilities. The mal-activity of transfers has accounted for [10] that 60% of wide area aggravations are assumed a vital part in a few late power outages. The best possible administration of these wide territory aggravations is past the extent of the greater part of the current assurance and new, versatile framework respectability insurance plans are expected to ensure power framework security.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wide zone observing is one of the main new advancements in current force frameworks. Through improvements in synchronized estimation innovation and the formation of phasor estimation units (PMUs) WAM can offer an ongoing perspective on the dynamic conduct of a force framework that refreshes once per cycle. This data has demonstrated a priceless asset for making new applications that can profit power framework insurance and control. Recent power outage reports have recognized that failings in security frameworks have added to a few late blackouts. Therefore, the job that WAM might have the option to play in improving force framework assurance has become a territory of incredible interest. The speed of reaction needed for essential assurance is excessively high for wide region estimations to play a role. However, notwithstanding this expanded computational force and the accessibility of wide zone estimations, a critical necessity for any wide zone application is a suit-capable correspondence foundation to help itside support, the expanded interconnection of intensity frameworks, bigger intakes of from neighboring frameworks and the decrease in working edges because of monetary weights; and the expanding multifaceted nature and variety of transmission innovation and control (for example HVDC, thyristor controlled series pay, expanding interconnection). It has been accounted for [10] that 60% of wide zone aggravations included hand-off mal-activity during their introduction or advancement. These mal-activities can be ascribed to either helpless hand-off settings or shrouded disappointments in the security framework. The function of hand-off mal-activity in wide region unsettling influences must be taken as a critical wellspring of concern, as wide region aggravations have assumed a vital part in a few late power outages.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this paper we want to try to discuss elaborately the performance of power system protection. In the real time several numbers of relays, circuit brakers, timers, CT, PT all instruments are used for only protection. If protection is weak then power security also be faced a big question mark. So on time monitoring system is too much needed as well as remote terminal unit (RTU). So in this paper we are focusing on that how to improve the power system protection.

III. MONITORING ON WIDE AREA
WAM gathers estimations from far off areas over the force framework and consolidates them continuously into a solitary depiction of the force framework for a given time. Synchronized measurement technology(SMT)is a fundamental part of WAM, as it permits the estimations to be precisely time stepped, basically utilizing timing signals from GPS. PMUs were created in the mid 1980s and are the most broadly utilized type of synchronized estimation technology. PUS were created in the mid 1980 and are the most generally utilized type of synchronized estimation technology. The correspondence network must have the option to guarantee that the estimations provided by the WAMS to the security capacities are gotten rapidly as well as show up dependably and with reliable deferrals to guarantee that the nature of the insurance is adequate.
IV. CHALLENGES IN POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION

- **Overview of power system protection**

The part of intensity framework insurance is to detach flawed/over-burden components to spare the component from harm, keep the deficiency from corrupting security and to shield the encompassing region from genuine danger. It is exceptionally particular and works in just 3*4 cycles. The transfers used to convey essential control are typically copied at least multiple times to stay away from any inability to clear the flaw. Reinforcement security is entrusted with clearing any shortcomings that are not cleared by the essential insurance. All things considered, it works more gradually than essential insurance, to guarantee appropriate coordination, and is less particular. The setting of reinforcement assurance is additionally testing, as it ensures a bigger piece of the framework. The plan of insurance must adjust two key prerequisites. These are constancy and security. Steadfastness is characterised as guaranteeing that the assurance framework when it should. Security is characterised as guaranteeing the insurance framework doesn't work when it ought not. Nonetheless, trustworthiness and security are contradicting objectives and the assurance engineer must find some kind of harmony between them. Any insurance activity can be characterised by how right and proper it is. A right transfer activity is one where the hand-off works as planned. A fitting activity is one that contributes emphatically to ensuring the security of the force framework.

From these definitions, any transfer activity can be characterised by its accuracy and fittingness. Notwithstanding hardware security, insurance is required that is entrusted with forestalling the halfway or all out loss of gracefully/trust worthiness because of marvels, for example, transient point precariousness, little sign unsteadiness, recurrence insecurity, voltage, total loss of supply/integrity due to phenomena such as: transient angle instability, small signal instability, frequency instability, voltage instability (short and long term) and cascading outages. This system protection requires actions that go beyond breaker operations and includes actions like under frequency load shedding (UFLS). Like backup protection, system protection operates more slowly than primary protection and its settings are highly dependent on the operating conditions. Existing protection schemes are self-contained entities that use independent local measurement chains to deliver their functionality. However, the increasing complexity of power systems has given rise to System Integrity Protection. Schemes (SIPS), which use wide area measurements to deliver more complex functionality.

- **Cascade failures:**

Cascade failures can be described as a sequence of failures in the power system that occur one after another and each failure occurs because of the consequences of the previous failures, e.g. a sequence of line trips due to violation of thermal limits. During post-mortem analysis the initiating event of a cascade can usually be identified with ease; however, it is important to bear in mind that during operation it is harder to clearly recognize an event that will eventually initiate a cascade.

- **Operation of The Relay:**

Relay is mainly sensing device. It’s mainly detected any abnormal condition which has happen on the circuit and send the signal to circuit breaker to isolate the faulty section from remaining lines. A well design relay has the ratio reset to pick up time is unity. Pickup time is a minimum value of the quantity that which relay is in verge of the operation whereas, a reset time is the maximum value of the quantity that which relay is in verge at non-operation.
- **Hidden failures:**
  Notwithstanding the difficulties looked by present day power framework assurance and the expanding multifaceted nature of security, current insurance performs well overall and practically all hand-off activities are right and appropriate. However, wrong security activities have assumed a function in the inception and engendering of a few significant power outages. A typical subject in these occasions is the presence of shrouded disappointments that made a transfer work inaccurately following another insurance move had been made in their neighbourhood. A concealed disappointment is characterised as a perpetual, undetected deformity in an insurance hand-off that makes a transfer work inaccurately and eliminate components of the framework as an outcome of another exchanging occasion in the system. Hidden disappointments are irregular occasions that are not demonstrative of terrible transfer design. Bearing as a main priority the expanded intricacy of dissecting SIPS and WAP to recognise shrouded disappointments and the more prominent outcomes of their maloperation; it is especially significant that they are planned with the minimisation of concealed disappointment modes as a primary concern close by the capacity to self-analyse disappointments and adjust to them. These contemplations ought to stretch out past the first plan to incorporate the advancement of support systems.

**V. ENHANCING PROTECTION**

The key areas in which WAM can contribute to power system protection are as follows.

1. **Keeping away from wrong relay settings for the overarching framework conditions.**
2. **Overseeing wide region aggravations.**
3. **Relieving the effect of shrouded disappointments.**
4. **Guaranteeing an appropriate harmony between the security and reliability of assurance**

On account of essential hardware security there is almost no part for the utilisation of wide region checking. This is on the grounds that essential insurance should dependably convey a quick reaction for any flaw on the component that it ensures. Notwithstanding, the more slow speed of reaction needed for reinforcement security and the way that it ensures a zone of the framework implies that wide territory checking can be a valuable apparatus for improving its performance. Wide region estimations offer the possibility to make administrative plans for reinforcement insurance, further developed types of framework assurance and altogether new assurance ideas. The rest of this part talks about a portion of the open doors for wide territory observing upgraded insurance in more details.

**VI. ALARM BEFORE THE RISK OF RELAY**

The main objective is when any fault will be occurred on the line then just detect by relay and alarming to circuit breaker. Mainly impedance relay is used for medium line and mho relay is used for long transmission line. In case of Overhead transmission line impedance is more dominant hence where capacitance is more dominant for underground cable. This idea doesn’t straightforwardly improve the presentation of assurance or utilize wide zone estimations. In any case, it utilizes the correspondence network that is essential for wide territory observing to create significant data that will help assurance architects to improve the security and unwavering quality of insurance. This technique could be applied to basic transfers that are defenceless against load infringement or potentially power swings or to transfers that will have more serious outcomes in case of any maloperation.
VII. FREQUENCY LOAD SHEDDING

Load shedding is the conventional last line of safeguard against outrageous under recurrence conditions. Current practice is generally for this shedding to be conveyed utilizing a grouping of phases of shedding that are set off when a specific recurrence edge is violated. Shedding load all the more rapidly after a deficiency of in-feed is perceived as a powerful method for restricting the recurrence deviation with a diminished measure of burden shedding. In any case, adjusting the advantages of a sped up reaction against the danger of pointless shedding is a test. In disconnected force frameworks recurrence control is turning into an expanding territory of concern. The relocation of customary simultaneous age with non-concurrent age is decreasing framework idleness and permitting bigger, quicker recurrence deviations to occur. Initiating the heap shedding all the more rapidly can be accomplished by utilising occasion based signs (for example the departure of a significant interconnector or generator) or by utilising more intricate setting off signs (for example setting off dependent on pace of progress of recurrence). Besides, the measure of burden shed can be adjusted to the size of the unsettling influence and framework latency utilising wide territory estimations.

VIII. CONCLUSION

WAM offers a wide assortment of chances for upgrading the reinforcement insurance and framework assurance of present day power frameworks. These upgrades can add to diminishing the probability of the maloperation of reinforcement transfers, restricting the effect of shrouded disappointments and making new instruments for overseeing wide region aggravations. These advantages show that the fundamental function of wide zone checking as a component of security is improving the strength of intensity frameworks against focused on conditions and wide territory unsettling influences, not the exclusion of individual deficiencies. The all-around considered sending of these new ideas ought to decrease the recurrence and force of power outages and empower more fast help reclamation. The expanding weakness of intensity frameworks to wide region aggravations and the brief timeframe over which these extraordinary occasions can cause framework breakdown may imply that programmed, versatile activities, similar to those offered by framework trustworthiness insurance plans, might be the main viable intends to ensure power framework security later on.
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